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Election 2019: Where do the major parties stand on
secularist issues?
Posted: Thu, 28 Nov 2019 by Megan Manson
Megan Manson studies the main UK-wide parties' election manifestos – and says religion will
continue to be a dividing force in UK politics during the next parliament. Read More »
Tags: Circumcision, Democracy, Education, Election, Equality & Human Rights, Extremism, FGM,
Forced marriage, Freedom of Expression, House of Lords, Marriage, Public Services, RSE,
Religious Freedom, Religious Slaughter, Reproductive Rights

Countering the threat to religious freedom and of religious
extremism
Posted: Wed, 12 Jun 2019 by Sara Khan
Countering extremism requires a whole-society response to uphold and promote democratic
norms and principles and encourage debate and dialogue, says the lead commissioner for
countering extremism Sara Khan. Read More »
Tags: Extremism

Why are harmful charities registered at all?
Posted: Fri, 12 Oct 2018 by Megan Manson
The revelation that Amazon funds extremist religious charities is the tip of the iceberg. Our charity
system has deep problems, in part stemming from the presumption that religion is a public good,
says Megan Manson.
On paper, it's hard to find fault with Amazon... Read More »
Tags: Charity, Extremism

Seven women who refused to be silenced by religious bullies
Posted: Thu, 08 Mar 2018 by Megan Manson
On International Women's Day, Megan Manson celebrates the stories of seven brave and
determined women in the UK who religious hardliners have tried – and failed miserably – to bully

over the past year.
Religion is one of the key obstructions to... Read More »
Tags: Education, Extremism, Gender Equality, LGBTQ rights, Sabbatarianism

Why are journalists dancing to the Islamists’ tune over Sara
Khan?
Posted: Thu, 25 Jan 2018 by Chris Sloggett
Islamists and their apologists have dominated coverage of the Government's appointment of Sara
Khan, says Chris Sloggett. Journalists should stop indulging them just because they shout loudly.
'Controversial' is a word that means almost nothing while revealing... Read More »
Tags: Extremism, Islamism

Book review: ‘The rage: the vicious circle of Islamist and farright extremism’
Posted: Tue, 17 Oct 2017 by Dale Claridge
Julia Ebner's new book explores the symbiotic relationship between Islamist and (other) far right
extremism, how Islamist and anti-Muslim narratives feed each other, and how we can challenge
both.
While its roots predate 2001, Islamist terrorism has plagued... Read More »
Tags: Anti-Muslim bigotry, Extremism, Reviews, Sectarianism

Muddled-thinking on counter-extremism threatens free
speech
Posted: Wed, 04 May 2016 by Benjamin Jones
Leaks ahead of the Government's latest counter-extremism drive show that they have failed to
balance freedom of speech with the impossible objective set out to legally challenge Islamist ideas
in the "pre-criminal space."
The latest offensive against 'extremism'... Read More »
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The encroachment of reactionary Islamism in academic life

Posted: Tue, 08 Sep 2015 by Stefano Bonino
Universities and academics seeking to challenge anti-Muslim prejudice should promote genuine
Muslim human rights groups rather than unrepresentative Islamists seeking to advance their own
reactionary agenda, argues Dr Stefano Bonino.
Professor Max Farrar, a... Read More »
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Quilliam is coming to Exeter- and here’s why
Posted: Thu, 16 Jul 2015 by Charlie Evans
The Quilliam Foundation promote a citizenship and human rights approach to tackling extremism.
Charlie Evans is setting up the first Quilliam student group at Exeter University and hopes anyone
who shares secular and liberal values will join this new student... Read More »
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New "safe campus" website - radical silence on religious
radicalism?
Posted: Wed, 22 May 2013 by Elizabeth O'Casey
A new website, Safe Campus Communities, aimed at helping universities handle radicalisation
and extremism on campuses was launched at a Universities UK conference in London this week.
The website, which has been welcomed by the Minister for Universities and... Read More »
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